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lichenology
KATY HAAS
lichen 1
li· chen | \ ˈlī-kən
1) any of numerous complex plantlike organisms made up of an alga or a
cyanobacterium
and a fungus growing in symbiotic association on a solid surface
2) any of several skin diseases characterized by the eruptions of flat papules
sclerosis
scle· ro· sis | \ sklə-ˈrō-səs
1) pathological hardening of tissue especially from overgrowth of fibrous tissue
or increase
in interstitial tissue \ also : a disease characterized by sclerosis
2) an inability or reluctance to adapt or compromise

i’ve lost count of the times i’ve been called stubborn, shielding my eyes from
the way the
landscape shifts outside my window every day. sometimes weeks pass and i
don’t even
notice, too busy crawling up the walls to hide in the heat of light fixtures
dangling from my
ceiling.
my skin constantly blisters with want, bubbling under the breath that moistens
me. often i
feel leaf-like and lichenous, the soft rot of forest floor. i’ve stopped asking for
forgiveness
and now spread my fingers over any surface offered to me, afraid of the
absence of feeling
when i let go.
yes, i am fungal yet fond of you.
yes, i am growing but at an immeasurable rate.
yes, i am tucking the word “disease” under my tongue but don’t worry—you
won’t be able to
taste it the next time you kiss me hello.
1 definitions from Merriam-Webster dictionary
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My skin as a fabric of bruises
NAPHTALI FESTUS ADDA
my mother held my hand & said: your scar is a tattoo, it adds “beauty” to your
body – an alarm reminding you of a deed done.
on certain nights,i make into collage – my deed(s) & watch what mother said;
adds “beauty” to your body – i weep.
my skin is wearing a fabric sewn from bruises. how “beautiful” my skin looks.
this body wants to take the form of a snake. to peel off its skin.
he who is in Christ, is a new creature. all things have passed away, behold all
things are new – another reminder your skin, your body won’t be yours if you’re in
Christ.
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Petals
VAISHNAVI SHARMA
my fingers are petals:
i trace them on my arms and fresh buds fill in the spaces
left to heal after i have marked my sorrow in thin lines onto my skin.
i have been told before that even plants respond to the emotions directed to
them,
so i look in the mirror and whisper kindness to my skin,
i hope for flowers to bloom.
these arms are familiar with sadness,
this body is familiar with hatred;
my mouth has only begun spinning words of appreciation for self
but it's a journey - and a journey needs to start first, to reach its destination.
i look in the mirror:
these marks have started healing,
my body has accepted my apologies,
and i am forgiving myself.
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shadow
CHARLIE WATTS
fire burns against my skin
her golden touch
it’s all too much
sun-kissed torture, let me in
smaller and smaller
don’t get any taller
push down the fight
pressure isn’t right
be perfect tonight
who cares if it’s too tight
pull in your heart
don’t let the thoughts start
they’re tearing me apart
i’m not in an exhibit, i’m not art
but to her, i’m a shadow
i’m nothing close to beautiful
to her, i’m no one at all
just a doll who’s been broke
caress my cheeks soft and sweet
your touch burns
when will i learn
our lips touch, on repeat
am i an idea
this water isn’t clear
push down the fight
pressure isn’t right
be perfect tonight
who cares if it’s too tight
pull in your heart
don’t let the thoughts start
they’re tearing me apart
i’m not in an exhibit, i’m not art
but to her, i’m a shadow
i’m nothing close to beautiful
to her, i’m no one at all
just a doll who’s been broke
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she moved too fast, i couldn’t say know
she said it would be okay
she moved so close, where could go
all i could do was stay
her hands reached higher then i thought they would
but maybe i wanted it
she told me i did, whispered that i should
no one told me it was bullshit
push down the fight
pressure isn’t right
be perfect tonight
who cares if it’s too tight
pull in your heart
don’t let the thoughts start
they’re tearing me apart
i’m not in an exhibit, i’m not art
but to her, i’m a shadow
i’m nothing close to beautiful
to her, i’m no one at all
just a doll who’s been broke
but to her, i’m a shadow
i’m nothing close to beautiful
to her, i’m no one at all
just a doll who’s been broke
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The Entirety
ALEAH DYE
I want to love
my body
holy
yes completely
but more like God
touched
my temple
with His fingertip
and light
has been running
through me
ever since
and how could I
hate that
I want glory
covering
the part
of my stomach
that still isn’t flat
and I want angels
babbling
blessings
all over my
jawline
their softness
reversing
to harden
my flesh
I want to realize
that grace hides
in the heaviest halves
of me
the light is there
it has been
it will be
but every workout
and every diet
is saying
God
please love
me.
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What Defines Beauty
SAYEEDA BACCHUS
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the year my body learned to speak (but
not the year i learned to listen)
HAILEY MORGAN MCKINNON
we are fifteen
we are on the pull-out couch in my basement
in two days i am leaving for a week and a half and that is nothing now but it
was a lifetime then
he is on top of me, his mouth hot and frantic on mine and he drinks me in as if
i will not come back from across the ocean
his hands work their way along my hips, i love them on my waist, he moves to
my chest
i say wait
i say not now
and in the way he looks at me i know i have answered his question wrong
he does not take his eyes off mine when he puts his fingertips to my skin if i
break his gaze i will break us apart and so i do not move while he grabs at me,
i do not look away i stay very still is that what you’re supposed to do when
you’re being hunted or are you supposed to run
i breathe from the shallow end, i am trying to be stone but his hands are
weights and they are heavier
i bring him back a bag of european candy and you’d think he would devour
something else he’s never tasted but nothing can replace what i won’t give him
we are fifteen
we are in his bedroom
my hands are not under my control as he guides them
i say wait
i say i don’t know
but i think he has learned to stop listening
after all i have told him that i love him which is as good as saying yes
and love is not supposed to hurt and so i don’t mind when he doesn’t let go of
my wrist
and so i don’t mind his grip on the back of my head
and so he doesn’t have to ask me to open my mouth
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and i will be 21 before i am able to call it what it is
and i will be 24 and i will still think about him the way that glass shatters
over and over again
we probably won’t meet again but if we did i would call you florentino, i would
say
you have not left me alone my whole life
and i am sick of you
please take your 622 love affairs that weren’t me and take up rent in someone
else’s head
there has been too much of you inside of me for too long
i’m sure you know what happens to a body when a disease goes untreated
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This Hairshirt Is For You
ABIGAIL PEARSON
I wanted you next to my thighs like a cilice
Metal cut into my body
Your nails on my back
I wanted you across my body
Like a hairshirt
But with your fingers trailing my spine
My nipples and my stomach
I would let you hurt me - a sacrifice to get me into heaven
For I have been a very bad girl in this life
My guilt can not be taken away by a night in the confessional
It can only be relieved by you
Let me say a hail mary on my knees before you
Or an our father between your legs
Will this make me a better person?
Or should I wear chains and flog myself?
As I put together a list of penance, where does the hairshirt lay?
This hairshirt is for you.
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Elara
IMOGEN L. SMILEY
She was the surface of the moon;
Man gazed at her from afar, hoping to pluck up the courage
To reach toward her
So they could dance in orbit of one another.
Missions to see her face and feel her warmth
Ended in a pool of flames extinguished by blood and tears.
But when Man landed within her embrace
And was faced by blemishes; craters and mountains
Dried up rivers left scars reaching across her skin
Blackheads and uneven pores stared back at man
He let roaming fingers find her dimples
Caressed where skin rose and fell
And soothed her irritation when her skin broke apart.
Their affair ended with shortness of breath;
He kissed her and took a piece of her heart
Back to Earth.
He couldn’t wait to show his world
That she was just as beautiful up-close.
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Oh, to think my body is an airship
SARAH LOVEROCK
1.
Today, I am a country. This is a rough, foreign landscape that seems to change
with the seasons—grow, disappear like rising sea levels or shrinking forests. My
eyes are deep lagoons—murky pools that hide tadpoles and crocodiles and frogs
hopping from lily to lily.
There is acne the size of mountains, they range in lines from my ears to my
cheeks. My hair is a jungle, once long and thick, now chopped off to shoulder
length. Jaguars roam here—their fur tickles around my ears. On and on this map
goes—stretching down my arms to where my fingernails are distant tropical
islands in a sea of olive skin. When we head further south, we enter the cold
regions, the bluish tinge of feet where the people are strange and pale.
Like all countries, this nation has its problems. Foreign policy determines no
outsider is allowed to touch it—despite the country’s gentle longing for warmth
and connection. It lacks a national identity. That is, it’s ruler is distant and
uncaring. This monarch, constantly cycling through diplomatic visits to the
lands of daydream and self-delusion. The citizens eat well—stretch marks form,
a gut that expands more often than it shrinks. The country can’t handle this
mass development but the ruler won’t stop.
They fail to see what’s best for the land and so the land dies.
2.
Tomorrow, I will wake up on an airship.
I am dirty-faced, dressed in blue overalls. The ship’s engine roars and splutters,
fire spiralling through it—a sprawling, mechanical beast. People are working at
it, pulling levers and feeding it oil through a long tube.
As head engineer, it’s my job to break the news.
‘Captain!’ I scream. ‘We’re going down!’
When we crash, we die. If we live, we’re homeless—destitute. In this fantasy, I
am short and chubby, hair cut around my shoulders like it is now, my overalls
baggy and hiding my figure—androgynous and automonous. Perhaps one day I’ll
pick apart my gender, why my shapes never seem to have fit together, but this
is just a fantasy.
The airship lands in the bay, undamaged. The Captain is capable and reliable
but we’ll have to answer to someone—authorities or ourselves.
We’re never really free.
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3.
Somewhere, there was a wasp staring at me.
I’m doing dishes and glance up at the windowsill—flinch. It’s just there. And
she’s big. Wasps used to frighten me as a child. They were dangerous
assailants of the sky, I remember them chasing me around flower gardens
and stinging me underneath playground slides.
She doesn’t look dangerous. Her antennae twitch either side of her head.
She’s resting on a flower pot. She looks tired.
So I remove her gently, slip a cup over her and a card underneath her. She
doesn’t fight, even when I remove the cup and place her on the flower, she
only has enough energy to cling to the petal.
When I tell my friends, they cover their hands with their mouths. Let out
the words, ‘Ew,’ or ‘You should have killed it.’
And maybe I should have. It was late December and the majority of her
nest must have died off long ago. She might have even been a Queen—
driven inside, in search of a new kingdom to build within the walls of our
home.
But I didn’t. Because when I looked into her eyes, I felt like I knew her. I
knew her—knew she was a her, somehow.
Someone asked me once if I believe in reincarnation. I told them I believed
we were all energy at our core and energy has to go somewhere when we
die. But now, I’m not so sure.
‘Wouldn’t you want a new body?’
More than anything, sometimes. Sometimes—a great deal of the time—I
think it would have been easier. To be born like all the other girls—dainty,
thin, small and held close to someone’s heart. But a new body doesn’t mean
a perfect body—it doesn’t mean there won’t be stretch marks, that I won’t
lose a leg to a bomb or cut lines into myself. It just means I won’t be me
anymore. And I can’t imagine a world—or a skin—where I’m not
myself.
So maybe when my day comes—when I have a heart attack or pass in my
sleep or I’m flattened by a car or stabbed by a loved one—I’ll wake up in my
new body. My skin will turn to fur or scales or I’ll be a brand new pink baby
or black or brown or blue and the cycle will start over again.
Or maybe this skin is all I’ve got and I’m just seeing the death haze of a
wasp as some kind of recognition.
Maybe I should stop being so hard on myself.
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Skin, bone and other bad art forms
GRACE ROYAL
When she’d first heard of the practise, she had assumed it would be difficult to
master. For one, it was hard to envision a headless body and while she knew
beheading happened, the idea of a head existing, detached from the neck, was
just too strange.
Still, now she’d started, the whole thing was proving easier than she’d imagined.
She’d already laid her body out on an old picnic blanket to stop anything getting
on the carpet, and now she was kneeling besides herself. She’d never seen
herself like this before – so in full and somehow that made it easier to start.
She took the skin on her arms and began pulling. It was like peeling a potato –
no, a satsuma. She lifted the skin and beneath was all the veins, the blood and
the muscles. She plucked a vein like a string, pulled it hard and flung it away
from herself like a worm.
Next, she went for the ribs. She cracked them open and pulled out the lungs,
squishing them between her fingers. It was comforting almost – like a form of
sensory play. She pushed them back into the chest cavity and mangled the other
organs too, altering the shape of the liver, breaking down the stomach and the
heart.
Her hands were red and sticky now and she held them up. It was satisfying,
like eating a jammy doughnut as a child; it was the right thing to do, the good
thing to do. It was a treat.
That gave her confidence. She began hacking pieces of herself away. First the
fingers. Then the toes. Then chunks of her hips, bits of her legs, a whole hand. It
was messy and she felt mellow. She was ready. She crawled up towards the
head.
She held herself by the temples and turned her face side to side. She brushed
her hair off the neck and touched the skin under the chin. She picked up the
knife.
Physically, it was a hard job, cutting through all the skin, ligaments, muscles
and bones. It was ragged and grimy, but when it was done, she held her head up
in satisfaction. She looked into her own face, inspecting it from every angle.
She’d really done it. There was her face – there it was –
Suddenly, something in her chest broke and she dropped the head. It rolled
away from her across the carpet, leaving a trail of blood. There it was,
detached, abhuman. She couldn’t look at it any more.
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Her whole body was rigid, yet she felt loose within her skin. What had she
done? Why had she done it and what should she do now it was done? There
was no covering it up. There was blood on her clothes. Blood on the carpet.
How could she hide it? How could she carry on now?
The head was on the floor, somewhere out of reach and she couldn’t even
begin to think about the things she’d lost. She couldn’t stand it. She
couldn’t move at all. She stayed on her knees, crying amongst all the skin
and bone.
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Our bodies speak. Are you listening?
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